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Chapter 261: Might 01 

A caravan of travelling merchant is sipping some water under a large tree that protected them during 

daylight and provides them a great sheltering spot in the night. 

They began opening their tents while their bodyguards comprised of hunters, archers, magicians, 

Elementalist and a few warriors guard and set up a perimeter. 

Not far from their area is the sign of great battle of the Three Army, bones of gigantic creatures were 

left around the area. 

This travelling merchant and his caravan is going to find the new town reputed to just been established 

around the Southern region of this continent. 

Even though this continent used to be called the most dangerous land in the world now it is a haven for 

merchants like himself. 

As he look at the clear night sky with moonlight making the area bright he smiles and nodded to himself. 

Large vast area for development and the discovery of many minerals that could be used to make 

weapons and medicine and poisons have boosted the emergence of merchant’s class to come here to 

this unfamiliar land. 

Businessman after all chases profits. 

The sound of monsters could be heard around this land, around the hidden mountains, around the 

underground caves if one listens hard enough. 

But no one fears it as much now. 

People traverse the land without worries nowadays or at least with fewer worries than before. 

It was once called the Forbidden Continent in Earth, feared by everyone and no sailors dares sails the 

waters. 

It was full of terrifying gigantic monster roaming the lands and corpses of humans that were too late in 

running away fills the soil and form mounds and mounds of mountains of bones. 

The Sea was dark and treacherous as Sea monsters hide underneath the calm waves and devour 

unsuspecting ships that dares sails its waters. 

Nowadays however, Pandemonium was one of the most peaceful pieces of land on Earth. 

Any sighting of powerful monster would alert the Three Army and will be immediately become an EXP 

booster for the crazed soldiers of the Three Army that seeks to level up. 

Any monster horde that tries to attack will be eradicated the moment any of the Three Army got the 

news and cities sprang up overnight. 
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This is the truth and also the reason why people flock to it every day. All over the world, secret wars are 

waged underneath the surface, internal struggle involving power among the top echelons marred their 

peace but Pandemonium is peaceful 

The reason for its peace was simply because of its might. And of course it is also because its ruler. 

Death Monarch rules Pandemonium and as long as he stands tall, Pandemonium will always be in peace. 

Even when Storm Tide comes, even though Achens was flustered the whole Pandemonium did not view 

it as such a big deal. 

They were confident in the ability of the Death Monarch, confident of his power and his invincibility as 

the powerhouse of the world. 

In the end, Narleod lose an arm in that secret talk and do not dare speak anything after that 

admonishing Death Monarch retreating swiftly from Pandemonium. 

However tonight…that peace was broken. 

*** 

Azief was in his innermost room of the Centre palace walking around it, looking at the things inside it 

after his arduous experience these past few days. 

He smiles a bit looking at the many collections and items inside it. There were many artifacts found in 

many parts of Pandemonium stored here. 

If Azief did not find his path he would surely uses all this herb and treasure to quickly break through to 

another level. 

But he found another way. 

His level is 75. By killing monster he could gain XP and when he reached level 80 he could become a 

Divine Comprehension leveler. 

But he wanted to walk the Stairway of Supremacy,. He wanted to form thirteen Disk and pursue 

Perfection. 

And he also discovers just by forming his Disk he could increase his level. As long as he did not want to 

take that last step he could delay his breakthrough. 

His entire being now is emanating powerful fluctuation resembling that of people that reached Divine 

Comprehension. 

Laws seem to gather around him. 

His eyes seem bright as the sun and his face seems even more handsome but also even more cold. 

There is this sense of cold beauty when looking at him, cold and powerful. 

Other than him not even the Keeper of the Palace is allowed to come into the room. 



Inside the room there are a lot of resources his army got from scavenging the continent, categorically 

stored. 

There is also information on the many monsters they met, the plants they harvested, and many other 

information about monsters habitats, nest, dungeons and secret places his armies found which is 

marked as confidential or military secrets. 

As Death Monarch, the ruler of Pandemonium there is no secret for him and there is no one that dares 

conceal anything below his eyes. 

Azief after his meeting with Narleod did not stop in improving his strength. Instead he felt it even more 

crucial to raise his strength. 

All over the world he is not the only one that is training and improving themselves. There is Raymond, 

Oreki, Hikigaya to name a few people. 

Of course there is still that threat from the sky. 

But Azief also knows that if he is not strong enough, it won’t matter if the alien fleet come late or come 

early. 

He at least needs the power to repel them before talking about other things. 

And it is not yet certain that the alien fleet is really intending an invasion. If they were really intending 

an invasion, their behavior surely did not reflect that. 

They seem to be hovering just near the border of the galaxy. At least that is what Narleod told him in 

that meeting. 

In that meeting Azief took Narleod arms as the payment for his past transgression. 

If Narleod even talk a squeak of complaint or dissatisfaction about it Azief would not have mind to take 

his life at that moment. 

But Azief clearly underestimate that person tenacity and willpower. 

Even after being humiliated like that, Narleod still maintain his smile of civility. 

Azief thought to himself that while Narleod did not have a good reputation, he truly had that heroic 

spirit. 

He continues refining the saber even more vigorously after that. However this time, he notices 

something odd about his trial this time. 

His refining went faster 

And the experience in that lives passes him like a flash yet also at the same time it was like he had 

experienced all of it before and passed the trials before. 

It was a surreal feeling. 

It was almost like the trials was fast forwarded from him yet he remember every moment and felt every 

moment. 



So the lesson and the thing he learn in that trials still resonates in his mind and his heart. 

Azief did not know it but the sabers he chooses to refine after he finished the Mortal trials were the two 

sabers Loki pointed at and uses the Karmas Azul owe him to expedite the trials. 

After all Azief already passes all five trials in the past and failed only at the last trial. 

Since Azul lives outside of time, he of course also knows this and he could easily pass Azief, drawing 

from Azief own past experience in that timeline. 

Loki put some Karma on the sabers to make sure Azief would choose it. It could be called manipulating 

predestination, or tweaking destiny a bit. 

Of course Azief did not know of this matter. 

He just felt compelled to choose that two sabers and quickly refining the saber and solving Azul regret 

But such powerful and mystical kind of magic of course has a heavy price. 

It forces Loki to lie low for a while, delaying some of his other plans because of the injury he sustained 

from using his Willpower. 

Azief as he is walking inside the room that is only being illuminated by a few floating candles examine 

the many information nodes left for him in this room. 

As he checks about a dozen of information node he sat down on the comfy cushioned chair on the ends 

of the room. 

He needs to digest the information that is now streaming inside his mind. It took him a few minutes 

before he finally manages to digest the information. 

He then sighed. 

‘It is so close. So close. If I could form this Demonic Disk my power will once again increased. I want to 

see what beyond this world. I want to go to the Three Thousand Worlds and seek more.’ 

There is of course excitement in his eyes but also a certain kind of ancientness in his eyes which is 

surprising. 

But come to think of it, it is not that surprising. 

After all after the lives he experience in the Trial of Azul how could his eyes not have that quality. 

His entire being has changed, his demeanor and even his presence 

His eyes look likes he could see everything. It was like his gaze is as vast as the starry skies, 

encompassing and enveloping everything. 

His heart also lack any hesitation, his mind was clear and straight. Straight means straightforwardness. 

He lacks the hesitation that was present in his eyes before. He knows what his heart want and he would 

not hesitate to say it. 



Of course there is still the problem with Sofia and Katarina but it did not let him forget his original 

objectives. 

To seek the truth of this Universe. 

He now already has seventy percent of Demonic energy and his Demonic Disk is already partially 

formed. 

He also has only two more sabers he could use much to his delight. After all, with each trial new abilities 

would be embedded in his finger. 

His finger alone holds the power of the six sabers. 

But there are six sabers. Azief could guess where the last one would manifest if he were to complete all 

six trials. 

The other four sabers all have lost its lusters; all of its ability is compressed into his finger, making him 

even more confident of his strength for his fingers were imbedded by certain Laws or to be more 

accurate spells that could manipulate Laws of the World. 

He did not think that the saber he found in the beginning of his journey could be so powerful. He then 

smiles 

Once again he thought about Loki. And his smile turns bitter. 

And then there is that small voice in his heart that seems to be saying 

‘Is it all a part of your plan?’ Of course if Loki heard this he would laugh. 

There were many things that he had planned in his grand plan but in the matter of the six sabers 

whether he help or not Azief would still get it. 

At that time he just guided destiny. 

The destiny was already written; he only guided Azief to it. It was like Loki slowly pushing Azief to the 

current of the river water, slowly and gently. 

While some of Loki chess moves are to disrupt certain moves of destiny, like he was throwing a big 

boulder to create a large enough ripple to change the course of the river flow, sometimes he just gently 

guided it. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to website 
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Loki was interested in making small changes that ripples through the game of chess that will determine 

the fate of the Universe. 

Azief sighed and then his eyes turn cold. 

Chapter 262: Might 02 

Expressionless as ever. If there was one thing he did not act when he met people it was his 

expressionless face. 

He is not as expressive as other people in showing his emotion. 
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Out of the six lives he already went through four of it. Each life has some form of regret that Azul had 

experienced. 

And he now knows the name of the trials when he met Azul again in the third trials. The trials he had not 

yet cleared is the Blissful State trial and the Desire trial 

The trials he had cleared are the Struggling Realm where he got the Heaven Sundering Finger in his 

index finger. 

His index finger now contains the power to slash intangible concept around him and cause the energy 

around him to be in chaos, in imbalance and mess up the order. 

It could disrupt energy, and even at certain situations cut Time, Destiny and Cause and Effect. It was 

truly a powerful ability he got from the saber after refining it. 

Azief also have passed the Mortal Trial where he got the Life Giving Finger. With his Life Giving Finger he 

could absorb the life energy of the world. 

He could take the life essence of the world and he could also use the life essence of the world to heal 

lifeless thing. 

He could heal mountains, area and even continent. 

And he even uses it to heal himself ridding himself of any impurities. 

If not for his Perfection Physique so hard to level up, he was sure that using that finger could improve his 

body constitution. 

In the Lower Form Trial he got the Divine Slaying finger. Remembering the experience, Azief always had 

a bitter smile. 

He was reincarnated as an animal in that trials hence the name Lower Form Trials. By now he could 

guess what the trial is all about. 

It is the Six Path of Reincarnation trials. He was reminded of the Temple he saw in the Three Thousand 

World with Will. 

In that world he reincarnated to become a carp. A hundred years of accumulations he jumps out from 

the Dragon Gate. 

And he transforms to become a Dragon. 

In that life Azief was mindless in the beginning, only know how to satisfy his desire, burning anything 

that he did not like, eating anything that he fancies, inflicting pain and suffering. 

Years passes him by in that world and then even if he did everything he wanted, there is always some 

emptiness in his heart, a void that could never be filled, a hunger that could never be satiated and he 

yearns more and more to learn the truth, to learn why he was born and for what purpose. 

He then learns that everything in life has order and the opposite of it is the chaos. 



He took thousands of years to grow as a Dragon, to understand that everything that you do will one day 

be repaid. 

It could be considered Karma, a retribution for one deed, but it could also be considered the price you 

have to pay no matter whether it is good or bad. 

Azief who was a dragon at that time slowly understand this, and he began performing benevolent acts 

without selfishness in that world, accumulating Merits, punishing evil and rewarding good. 

In a hundred year, he was regarded as a Holy Dragon and then he found the saber once again. 

This time he found the Divine Slaying Saber around the very lake he jumps out to become a Dragon. this 
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With that saber, he guarded his world for thousands of years when there is a change. 

There were a race of Celestials and Demonic Creatures that started waging war through the vast 

expanse of the Universe and it reached his world. 

As a Divine Dragon that protected his world Azief at the time still did not know who he was, he had no 

memory of him ever being Azief. 

He was always a Dragon and so he enters that war to protect his world. 

Gods with golden haloes and mystical weapons that could cleave stars and bring about the destruction 

of planets fought with Demonic Creatures that brings with them killing intent that brought down the 

Heavens and bring chaotic winds that snuff out all life. 

The champion of each race fought on a Great War that caused damage to the entire Universe while the 

race of Gods and the races of those Demonic Creatures supported from behind, propping the Heavens 

and raises up the Hells. 

Azief also fought in that war and killing many Gods and Demons. 

He saw the tragic death of his people, of his race he protected, and saw karma envelops the War, 

envelops the race of Gods and Demons. 

The Karma was sowed and he knows it was his task to reap the Karma. It was then at the edge of life and 

death, he finally remembers who he is and what he is. 

He saw for a moment the Wheel of Reincarnation and Rebirth being hold by someone hand, the hand 

was so big it towered above all Universes, a gigantic being that seems to be the overlord that oversee 

death and life, of rebirth and reincarnation. 

Azief then at the end knows he had to reap the Karma to bring back balance and uses all of his life force 

to unleash a saber slash that destroyed everything. 

The Celestial War ended, killing the Gods and decimating the Demons, destroying any Divine thing that 

is in its range of attack. 



In the end of his life, as the last vestiges of his soul is about to dissipate, as his entire body is breaking 

down and about to be ashes and dust among the starry skies, he shed his dragon skin and ascend to the 

Heavens and was enlightened. 

Since that day his Divine Slaying Saber no longer glows with power but his pinky finger possess the 

power of the Divine Slaying Saber. 

He called this finger the Divine Slaying Finger. 

With this finger he could kill anything that is Divine, weakening them, and could inflict a fatal attack that 

would dissipate their godly or demonic essence and souls. 

The other saber he refines is the Star Shattering Saber. And by refining that saber he entered the Hell 

trial 

In it he was a wandering soul who got a solid body after devouring all the soul in one region of that 

world. 

He suffers intense suffering all of his life and that suffering molded him. This was Karma. Karma he 

sowed by devouring all of that souls. 

It is the Price he had to paid for denying other souls the path toward reincarnation. 

Before he was a soul, he was also human. He was killed by people who were like monster, relatives and 

friends, torturing him until his death because of greed and power. 

And in turn they created a monster. He survived in the battlefield of souls and regains his mortal body; 

his soul power is stronger than anybody else. 

His revenge drives him, making him unable to care for the people he met in the journey, people he knew 

he could fall in love with, and people he could be friend with. 

All he sees, all he want was that vengeance. It blinded his eyes, clouded his heart. Hatred is all he knew. 

He traverses hot places, a hell like region to seek the people that have maligned him, his skin blistering 

as journeyed on all to exact his vengeance, 

He went to cold places that could freeze one bones and kill his way to fulfill his hatred 

He escapes wars he should have fought and fought in wars he didn’t need to all for the sake of his 

vengeance 

Everything seems to be a place of suffering in this world for him. 

In this world, like before, Azief had no memory of his life as Death Monarch or any memories that he is 

inside a trial. 

Azief himself was beaten, suffers in heart and body, and then being inflicted such suffering it was then 

he inflict suffering on other, the vengeance breeds and even multiply. 

If he killed one, then he needs to kill ten after that. If he kills tens, he needs to kill hundred after that. 

So on and so forth. 



Vengeance breed vengeance and Azief saw no way to escape that path of hatred that seems to never 

end. 

So, with his saber by his side he killed and killed, shedding blood every day, corpses always accompanied 

him every step of his journey. 

Using the Star Shattering Saber he cleaved the world in half, killing all things and then he arrived at 

another planet. 

And yet, he still suffers. 

And once again he kills and he kills. Yet, the path of his suffering did not stop, no matter how many 

person he killed. 

Even when he save people and do good, things still did not change. 

Then what was he supposed to do? 

He did nothing but people still seek him for vengeance. He meditates and hides himself from the 

populace. 

It wasn’t until he heard a Song he was awakened and Azief remembers who he was and that he was in a 

trial. 

He then ponders of his experience and how to break this path he is now walking, the path Azul had 

walked and regretted 

It was then he realizes something. He was not in this trial to resolve anything or solve something. 

His regret in this trial is not one but millions of regret. With each of the life he taken, his heart grew 

heavy. 

But if he did not kill, it is who would be killed. 

But as long as he killed, they would always be more people who wanted to kill him for vengeance. 

After hundreds of years of suffering, of contemplation, of fighting and killing he finally understands. 

He is here in this trial to pay for his sins. He changed his approach then. 

He tried as hard as he can to redeem his sins. He make sure all the descendant of the people he killed to 

be prosperous and safe. 

He did not seek happiness or a happy ending for himself because he knew this is not what this trial is 

about. 

This trial is about paying one due. That was Azul regret. To not pay what is owed. In the end when all of 

the people he has owed have been paid, Azief waited for a man to kill him. 

This man lost his father because of him and that man is his own disciple. 

He took him as disciple knowing fully well that kid will one day point his sword at him when he knew the 

truth 



In that world, Azief is dubbed as the Sword God. 

In a battle that shatters stars and brought down the starry skies from its high reaches, Azief used that 

battle to teach his disciple his technique while fighting him. 

That man killed him but Azief smiles in the end as he knows that he had broken this chain of hatred. 

As he looks at the blue sky that never seems so vast before he died, there is no longer any regret in his 

heart for he now has escaped the hell which has trapped him. 

The Hell was in his heart. 

Because of that no matter where he goes and no matter what he does he was always trapped. 

The Hell is in his heart and in his death knowing that he as done his best to paid for his sins left him 

feeling satisfied, the hell in his heart break and he escape the suffering. 

When Azief woke from that trial, Azief could not help but be unable to move for hours. 

He ponders that experience and they were many things that became clear in his mind and his heart. 

When dawn arrived, his middle finger contains the power of Star Shattering Saber. He called his middle 

finger the Star Shattering finger. 

With this finger he could use it to shatter stars and used that force toward his enemies, to cleave a 

planet with one swish of a finger. 

Azief know he is close to form his Disk. He closes his eyes as he was thinking of this matter. Then he 

heard something ringing. He opens his information tablet. 

Chapter 263: Might 03 

And then he touches the node as a holographic projection of Sina appeared. 

‘Azief, the fleet has started to move to Earth. I think you should join them. The World Government and 

the Republic has already mobilized their Battlestar to the Moon. Say the word and our Battlestar will 

follow them’ 

Azief hearing this nodded. 

At the same time all over the world the satellite of the World Government, The Republic, and even the 

League of Freedom was alerted about the approaching huge fleet 

The image was also transmitted to Azief. 

He saw the fleet image near the Moon. He moved and he appeared outside the room and was about to 

take a flight to the Moon. 

But he stopped. He looks at his right seeing nothing. But it was not like he was seeing the empty 

hallways. 

His Divine Sense envelopes all the area around Pandemonium and when he sense that energy he of 

course reached out. 
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That is why he stopped. 

It was then he recognizes a familiar energy. 

At first he was happy since he immediately knows who this is. But then his expression turns into an 

expression of rage. 

He sense another energy that is malevolent and he shouted 

‘Who dares touch my brother!’ 

Killing intent spreads out from him causing a dark red aura blasted off from him causing the room to fall 

in disarray. 

His feet create an energy charge as the hallways tiles cracked and exploded into dust almost 

immediately. 

Azief jumps out from his Palace breaking the roof of the Palace, alarming everyone as the pillars of the 

Palace shakes and the ground beneath it trembled like an earthquake is starting. 

Tremors could be felt all around the area of the castle freaking the heck out of the merchant in the open 

market near the Palace. 

The Keeper of the palace and the people nearby the Palace were all shocked. this content of 
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They were shocked but that did not mean they didn’t know what to do if such cases happens. 

After the last mishap where the keepers of the palace have no information about the ambassadors, the 

Head Keeper of the Palace lay down protocols what to do in certain unexpected circumstances. 

It was almost immediately that these shocking matters were reported to the Three Army on the border. 

Azief on the other hand rush towards the ocean. 

And what he saw make him felt weird and perplexed. 

He was seeing two purple lightning bolts seem to be tangling with each other creating vortex of spiraling 

water tornado around the sea. 

With his eyes Azief could see things more clearly than other people even though that two lightning is 

moving faster than the normal eyes could see. 

Azief immediately recognizes that woman. 

‘The alien!’ 

Azief thought about the picture he saw before as his eyes narrowed and then it only took him a second 

to respond. 

Azief closes his eyes and then opening it he charge to that thing, lightning boom exploded as he broke 

the sound barrier, and the clouds behind him dissipates as thunder bolts started roaring in the sky. 



On the distance the people that is watching this battle is not only limited to those mayors and lords 

around the coast near the site of battle. 

But there was also the expert in seclusion in Pandemonium and other outside forces that is looking at 

this battle. 

And then they all heard it. It was like the sky was breaking apart and the whole seabed howls, trembling 

in fear. 

BOOOMMM! 

A large explosion sounded on the sea, the force of that impact was so powerful and loud, as shockwaves 

from wind squalls that spread out to the four directions killing any sea monster unfortunate to be in the 

range of disaster. 

The impact forces the sea water to explode bringing a large tsunami heading to Pandemonium. 

This shocked all the people on the coast and it appears like a great disaster is about to befall the 

continent as thirty feet waves is about to crash into the shores of the continent and devour the cities 

whole 

‘ARGHH! RUN FOR YOUR LIFE!’ The first to run was the merchants and then there were the crowds who 

were stomping each other to run to safety. 

Some people who were truly rich and important quickly crush their Teleportation Orb and disappeared 

in a flash of light probably appearing in other parts of the continent since only high quality teleportation 

Orb would enable one to travel far away and that kind of Teleportation orb is not many 

People on the coast started panicking, screaming and running away. 

The mayor seeing such huge and tall wave of water coming for their cities could not even move either 

because of disbelief or fear. 

‘It’s over’ The mayor mumbled in his residence seeing the huge block of water that is rushing to his city 

But even as it seems that all hope seems to be lost, a horn bugle sounded like it was a signal. 

It was then seven black robed men flew out from a portal and landed on the coast as the waves are 

furiously rushing to the coast. 

‘Activate the Formation. No delays.’ They talked to each other and they all nodded in agreement. 

Seven black robed men jump away from each other and then form a circle. 

In other part of the continent in the north, south, west, and the east a squad of seven people dressed in 

dark clothes all appear on certain area and they all form a circle. 

Then they pointed to the ground and shouted 

‘Activate formation’ 

All these people shouted as energy from their body emanates out, their life energy surging to below the 

surface of the ground and then they screamed to the sky 



‘Sky Bearing Formation’ 

The word echoes through the entirety of Pandemonium 

The sky above Pandemonium shines with golden color and then rains of golden light showers the 

continent as a protective barrier surrounded Pandemonium from coast to coast, protecting the entire 

continent. 

The soil and the land itself seem to glow with divine glow emanating a boundless energy that calms the 

masses. 

All of these four teams of black hooded men separated by a thousand miles all coughed up blood. 

Their vitality was expended almost immediately, their young skin turns wrinkly like Time was taken from 

then, their life force was devoured. 

In another part of the continent, Sasha looks at all this matter playing with coldness in her eyes. The 

black hooded men were the people in the Shadow Guards. 

Sasha herself is in an undisclosed location overseeing the internal threats that could flare up now that 

the Death Monarch is outside Pandemonium. 

Her eyes were severe as she spit to the ground 

‘Now, let see if those rats dares to take this moment to do something. I will make sure they would regret 

it if they dares shows their head.’ 

This is one of the emergency measures that Sasha and Azief outline. 

In case of disaster or emergency where he was not present Sasha were to assess the threat to the 

continent and eliminate it. 

While she was not an assassin, there was a lot of assassin that is working under her. She did not worry 

about Death Monarch. 

After all if there is a thing that could defeat him that already spells dooms for her and for the world. So it 

is pointless to worry about Death Monarch. 

She only needs to do her job. 

On the other hand, in this undisclosed location she is assessing threats and sending her subordinate to 

destroy it before it has the chance to sprout. 

Meanwhile as the Shadow Guards activated the formation on the Heavens above, the dark sky was 

opened by force and with it the protection of the world was bestowed upon Pandemonium. 

The land glows with bluish aura, might and domineering. 

A pressure emanated out from the entire continent as one could see vein-like lines connecting all over 

the continent. 

This is the Sky Bearing Formation. The Sky will protect the Continent if the caster could bear the Price. 



Each time it is used it will only last for five minutes before the protection ended unless you put a stop to 

the protecting dome shrinking 

All of the high echelons of Pandemonium are aware about this Formation. 

BOOOM! 

Another explosion sounded, shaking the skies. 

Then from the Western border, a golden carriage flew to the sky, the wheel is a ring of fire carried over 

by four golden color bronze horses. 

It is a beautiful Greek woman armored to the teeth. 

She pointed her spear high to the sky and she shouted 

‘I will bear it!’ 

BOOM! 

The aura of a Goddess emanates out from her, distorting the winds and changing the course of the 

clouds. 

She flew upward her spear pointed to the Sky defiantly and valiantly 

Then her spear collided with an invisible obstacle and she stopped, as the impact causes her hand to feel 

a bit numb. 

It is the boundary between Heaven Protection and now it is slowly decreasing, the huge large dome of 

protection that was enveloping the island is now slowly shrinking down. 

The Sky Bearing Formation is one of the formations from The Ring of Grand Formation that Azief 

possesses. 

It could even endure the attack from Divine Comprehension levelers if put to the test. But it uses Life 

Vitality as for the first qualification. 

This was alleviated by linking the energy mines to the formation etching that was hidden underneath 

the very soils of Pandemonium. 

And for the second one, the people had to bear the might of the Sky to make sure the protection would 

last a long time. 

The longer you bear it, the more Life force the formation would take from the person or things that is 

bearing the Sky. 

It was truly like Atlas bearing the sky, full of suffering and pain. 

In the sky, surrounded by the clouds, moonlight shining over her, standing in her flying golden carriage, 

she look even more majestic and even more heroic. 

Her golden horse is neighing as they could feel the pressure from the increasing force of the heaven 

pushing down on her. 



Athena arms that is holding the spear seems to bulge with stressed veins because of the pressure and 

her forehead is full of cold sweat. 

‘We will accompany you General!’ A valiant shouts sounded from below as Athena eyes frowned but she 

was not angry. 

Then flying to the sky with riding the Pegasus, her Myrmidon Army all uses their hands to bear the 

invisible barrier between Heaven and Sky. 

Many of them were red in the face and some of her soldier immediately coughs blood the moment their 

hand touch that invisible pushing force. 
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The protection barrier is slowly shrinking back but because of their effort the progress of the 

deterioration is halted. 

Athena eyes did not relax her vigilance instead she become even more cautious and then she felt it in 

her heart and her entire body. 

Danger is approaching. She then without hesitation shouted to her men 

‘Be careful! It is coming!’ 

Then like the Heavens wanted to laugh at the fragility of mortals, the pressure suddenly multiplied. 

BOOM! 

It was like an explosion as the mighty force hit the soldiers and Athena. Many falls down from their 

horses and fall down to the ground unconscious. 

Thankfully in the ground there were also the Security Department waiting for them and immediately 

heal them with their magic or by using the pills of the Genius Alchemist 

Athena was still in the sky, bearing this enormous pressure, the veins in her hand exploded and her 

internal organs roiled, her energy become unstable. 

Her finger cracked and her arms were broken. But she still bears it. She endures the pain as her teeth 

seems to be grinded as she grit her teeth to endure the pressure 

‘ARGHHH!’ Athena shouted to the sky 

‘I will not give up this easily!’ 

She looks at the dark clouds overhead and smiles even as blood fills her mouth because of the pressure. 

Her golden spear is cracking in many places and almost seems like it was on the verge of breaking. 

‘Do not falter, Athena!’ 

A shout sounded from the southern region that shocked the remaining people in the clouds enduring 

the slowly descending heaven power. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content 

please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 
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Even now, the dome of protection around the continent is slowly shrinking as tsunamis after waves of 

tsunamis crash towards the protection barrier. 

Azief meanwhile is engaging in battle on the sea while his subordinate is trying to maintain the safety of 

the continent. 

Even the monster on Pandemonium could sense something wrong as they hide in their habitats 

Dust blows up from the Southern border as a person fly out to the sky wearing his body armor with the 

Ruyi Jingu Bang on his hand pointed toward the sky. 

‘I will help you Athena!’ The man shouted boisterously and valiantly, his voice seems to be imbued by 

some calming effect. 

It was Wang Jian the Southern Suppressing General. Below his feet is white cloud, the effect of his Cloud 

Walking Boot. 

It boost his speed as he was seen rushing to the sky, wind below his feet propel the clouds beneath his 

feet to go faster. 

His War God Gold Chain Armor shines brightly even though the sky was darkened. 

He then hurls his staff, the magical Ruyi Jingu Bang to the invisible barrier. 

While it is invisible to the eye, people of Wang Jian caliber could of course sense that majestic and 

boundless energy. 

‘Enlarge and bear the weight of the Heavens!’ He shouted as his staff enlarges itself to become a black 

pillar of sixty feet in height 

The most magical sight was seen all over Pandemonium, a gigantic pillar that prop the Heavens. 

The staff was like a pillar that forces the Heavens to stand still and the protection of the Sky Bearing 

Formation stabilized. 

Not far behind a legion of swordswomen follow him. 

Fairy of Stars riding her sword also appears in the lead of those swordswomen not long after Wang Jian 

rush to the sky, her swords encircle her like a ring of protection 

Looking at the sixty feet pillars that halted the deterioration of the formation was something shocking. 

Wang Jian aura of a Great General in the world spread out and his Disk appears behind him like haloes 

bolstering the soldiers in the Sky 

Right now they were surrounded by the blue aura of Wang Jian and it fills the soldiers in the sky with 

newfound strength. 

They all seem to be bathed by golden light that makes them appears like Celestial soldiers of Heavens. 

Wang Jian Disk is the Disk of Overlord. 



It boosts his soldiers abilities and in turn they will boost him. It was a perfect fit for Wang Jian who 

fought people with his soldiers. 

The unceasing waves of tsunamis and disaster that is happening in the Pandemonium Sea hits the 

barrier and yet it did not able to enter the cities around the shores 

The mayor that is around the coast and the people in the cities heaved a sigh of relief. 

They were all sweating in fear but seeing that barrier protected them from the mighty crashing waves 

fills them with feeling of gratitude and awe. 

But they also realize that the barrier is shrinking. 

And noticing this matter the people quickly moves farther away from the barrier. 

Some warrior saw the soldiers and the Two Great generals of Pandemonium on the sky pushing back the 

shrinking barrier. 

They put two and two together. 

On the ground people are screaming, crying, holding their children and running away. 

In such tragedy, heroes would undoubtedly appear 

So, of course some powerful people jump out from the crowd and push the barrier on the ground. 

At first it was only one. 

But then one more joins. Then three more arrived beside them, pushing the invisible barrier with a smile 

on their face. 

Then four more and then it multiplied until hundreds. 

All over the continent of Pandemonium, all around the cities near the coast, one could saw warriors, 

hunters, magician, all kinds of people uniting together to push back the barrier, to prevent it from 

shrinking. 

Their arms broken, their mouth spurted blood, but their eyes and clear and full of defiance. Death 

Monarch is not the only heroes of this generation. 

They all hope that this barrier will stand until the Death Monarch finishes his battle. 

No one blamed him. 

What is there to blame? It is not he that provokes people to come attacking. Something must have 

happened. 

And in this world where would one found such a person like Death Monarch who possess such huge 

lands but do not interfere much with their daily lives 

He is not a womanizer, do not have weird fetishes, he do not engage in torturing its people or 

manipulating them. 

After all for a powerful person like the Death Monarch there is nothing he couldn’t do by himself. 



The Death Monarch rarely comes out form his Palace and rarely orders anyone to do anything. 

No one suffers his tyranny because he rarely exercises his power over his people. 

Even the people of Pandemonium sometimes doubt that the Death Monarch consider them his people. 

But if there is one thing they acknowledge is that under the large shadow of the Death Monarch, their 

lives have been peaceful and prosperous 

These people keep pushing while at the same time praying that barrier would hold. 

If not, the impact of the Death Monarch battle would probably cause indescribable damage to 

Pandemonium. 

Death Monarch might not care about the cities in the coast but the people in those cities cares. 

It is hard to call a place home in this chaotic era of change. But many people here have considered 

Pandemonium as their home. 

Peace and prosperity and the safety from monster invasion make many people that settled in 

Pandemonium after the horrific Weronian War begins to think of Pandemonium as their home. 

They look at the large amount of water being held back by the barrier and they could not help but gulp 

in fear. 

Because, while the waves impact is nullified by the barrier and the formation, the waves keeps on 

coming, unceasingly, continuously. 

The battle in the sea must be terribly impactful for such disaster to befall the coast 

It takes long to describe what happened since the moment Azief charged the alien, but it was only just a 

few seconds since the moment Azief charged that alien for Sasha to order the activation of the 

formation. 

Then Wang Jian and Athena cooperated with each other to stop the dome of protection around them 

from shrinking. 

Sasha, Wang Jian, Athena all is trying to lengthen the protection of the formation as long as they can 

because they know of one fatal weakness s of this formation. 

It was the fact that they could not create another Sky bearing Formation unless they are not above 

sacrificing innocent lives. 

This Sky Bearing Formation is activated by using the energy mine that the army found and connected 

with the formation etched all around underneath the soil. 

This takes not only one or two formation master and Arrays experts to achieve but thousands of 

formation master and arrayist. 

It is why when the formation was activated the entire continent of Pandemonium glowed. 

Of course since the entire continent is not yet fully explored this formation could not shows its full 

defensive capabilities 



On the other hand, the Flying Berserk Cavalry General Freya is coming out from Pandemonium as she 

battled the Sea Monster that is attempting to butt their head with the formation thus increasing the 

pressure of the Heavens toward Wang Jian staff that is acting as the pillars that halted the Heavens. 

Chapter 265: Might 05 

MEANWHILE ON THE SEA 

The moment Azief body crash with that alien the impact of their collision shatters the space and created 

a large explosion in the sea, causing a tsunami to be produced and throws the entire seabed into chaos. 

Underneath the seas, tornadoes and explosion fills the entire seabed, killing many monsters and gigantic 

sea serpents. 

Those sea monsters all exploded from within, their innards exploded out from their eyes as their blood 

color the sea in variety of colors 

Azief punch that woman face and that punch causes all the things around him to darken and to 

experience the passage of time. 

The sea water suddenly disappeared, or to more accurate it reverted into gas their state before they 

became water. 

That punch itself was bolstered by ten percent of by his physical power. 

BOOM!!! 

The woman face distorted, her cheekbones were crushed, all of her teeth were grinded into dust and 

purple blood spurted out from the woman mouth. 

The water around her exploded upwards and the water around Azief vaporized as the heat generated 

from his fist causes the water around him to condense into gas. 

The moon above his head seems to shine his light on him making him appear divine and the stars seems 

to provide Azief with an almost unlimited supply of power. 

However even though anyone should have their head exploded after that punch, the fact that woman 

head is still intact is an amazing feat. 

Azief only sneer in mocking disdain 

Then Azief heard it. It was a faint voice and garbled with the water tornado around them and the 

rushing tsunamis behind them but Azief could hear it nonetheless. 

[Analyzing target] 

[A high level organism detected. A trace of pure Eternian bloodline detected. High level target. Changing 

objective] 

[Replicating. Replicating failed] 

[Analysis. Certain abilities could be copied. Starting copying] 
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[Source of power: Unidentified] 

Azief did not see her eyes that seems to be full of matrixes, runes of the Asgardians, and hieroglyphics 

but he could sense a weird energy 

He did not know how to explain the feeling he felt when he was feeling the energy. But he certainly 

didn’t like the feeling 

[Detected: a trace of Eternian source energy. Need further analysis. Opening the Encyclopedia of the 

Known Energy of the Universe] 

[Unidentified. Conclusion: probably using an independent source of energy. Fight and gain information. 

Stopping automatic mode and change into independent mode. Using reserve energy to heal injury 

taken] 

Then the woman body exploded with energy as her wounds and her broken bones heal almost 

immediately. 

Her crushed face reform back and she look at Azief with a smile on her face. It was more like an 

excitement. 

Her expression was like when Sina found an exotic herb. 

She breathed normally underwater just like Azief. 

She lean her neck on her left side and look at Azief with her blue eyes that is clear from any symbols or 

runes like before. 

She looks at him with excitement and a little bit of curiosity. It puzzled Azief. 

‘What are you? What is your purpose here on Earth?’ Azief ask. Thanks to the World Orb the aliens 

understand his word. 

The alien seems to be organizing things in her mind as she seems dazed for a while before she answers 

‘What an interesting organism this creature called humans. You were the closest being to them. Could it 

be the answer of the Universe could be found here? ‘ she then smiles and laugh a bit. 

And then she answer 

‘I have many purposes but one of them is to retrieve back my memory. For some reason I think this 

world of yours is not as simple as my race describe it’ 

Azief then said 

‘Why attack my friend?’ 

‘I smell a familiar scent on him. He reminded me of a woman clothed in white lightning.’ 

Azief ponders for a while. He did not understand. He shakes his head and then asks another question. 

‘Is any of your purpose would endanger Earth?’ His voice was calm but it was also severe and there is a 

killing intent in that voice 



The woman smiles but she did not say anything. Her silence is very telling. Azief smiles back but his smile 

was terrifying 

‘So be it’ he said. Before he even moved the woman moved first. She already detected that killing intent. 

It reminded her of the Asuras that inhabited the Demonic Realm and their Killing Heart. 

‘Take my attack!’ She shouted as she moves in a lightning speed incorporating Will Speedster abilities as 

she punch towards Azief. 

Azief just look at that punch with mockery apparent in his gaze. 

Azief might have been at least intimidated if she was some Divine Comprehension being but even 

though she talk big she at least need to have the ability to back it up. 

Now, Azief didn’t even fear Divine Comprehension leveler with his finger being imbued with the power 

of the Six Sabers 

Around her, purple lightning covered her entire body, her speed of the punch causes an underwater 

tornado mixed with thunderstorm to be formed. 

The power of the storm is sweeping the Sea monster on the seabed to be brought high into the surface. 

Azief smiles and just clench his fist. 

BOOM! 

The space shattered around his fist and the wind around his knuckles pulsate with divine power. 

A powerful energy bursted out from him that causes the water around him to spirals and not touch him, 

not even a trace of water could be found in his black cape. 

Around him a vortex of nothingness spirals out of control. 

His killing intent screamed toward the Heavens, shaking the firmament and part away the night clouds. 

His aura breaks through the skies and opens up the atmosphere causing the night sky to turn bright. 

Azief disdain using the Will of the World against such weak creature. 

Even though she seems powerful with the Laws of Time around her going crazy and her punch that 

seems to be boosted by her speed look formidable and powerful Azief was confident of his strength. 

The clouds in the skies pour down rain as the golden light that bathed Pandemonium grew brighter. 

An isolated sky appears above Azief head. 

A shaft of light is piercing though the dark clouds and the storms shining over Azief figure. 

And this time gushing out from his body is a divine power that could cow all creations. Then from all 

corners of the Pandemonium Sea a terrifying mighty pressure appears. 

A golden figure appears in the sea, encompassing the entire sea of Pandemonium. 



This not only shocked the people of pandemonium, it also shocked the foreign forces that is seeing that 

golden figure 

This is not the Will of the World. 

This is the projection of Azief will manifested into the real world. 

Azief was tempered by the Six Sabers and experience four lives living a life where he was the supreme 

expert of each generation. 

His Willpower while it could not be compared to a Sovereign Willpower it has barely reached the 

minimum of Sovereign Willpower. 

But that in itself is terrifying 

After all there is still yet a Sovereign in this world but his Willpower alone is powerful enough for him to 

create his own Will that could be projected like the Will of the World. 

This is a Will independent from the Will of the World. 

All of Pandemonium shook in this instant, the seabed seems to be vibrating and tremors fills the entire 

Sea as if there was an Immortal God floating on top of the continent, encompassing all beings in the 

world and pressuring it. 

The pressure of the Sky Bearing Formation lessened almost immediately the moment Azief Will come 

into being. 

It was like even the Heavens was forced to acknowledge this Willpower that almost transcends the 

Heavens 

That Immortal God look at the struggling Athena trying to push back the Heavens and saw the huge 

depression of Pandemonium land as the Heavens pushed down on the black staff 

He only smirks 

He takes a step and he appeared in Pandemonium, his body passed through people like he was a ghost. 

His gigantic golden apparition uses his index finger and pointed to the invisible boundary between 

Heaven and Earth. 

Then a sound of something cracking could be heard in the starry skies. 

The protection barrier suddenly expanded, widened and lengthened 

It shocked everyone. The reason why they were shocked is because the barrier was pushed to the top by 

that simple motion of Azief finger. 

‘My lord! Thank you!’ Wang Jian shouted 

Wang Jian immediately lengthened his staff to follow the new boundary line of the protection barrier 

and his staff lengthens infinitely until it reached a staggering height of one hundred fifty feet. 

Athena was relieved as she landed on the ground; her injuries were healed by Azief Life Giving Finger. 



Azief is not only fighting with the alien woman but also have the power to control his Will projection to 

help his subordinate. 

It might look easy but Azief Will projection right now is not only unstable but it is also being pressured 

by the Will of the World forcing his Will to slowly dissipate. 

It is the Heavens. 

But Azief knows. That the one people called Heaven Will is merely the Will of the World. Azief scoff. 

If this was before he did want to try to follow the Way of the Heaven training in accordance to the 

Heaven Way. 

But now? 

He sees the deception of the Heaven and when he saw the deep blue sky on top of his head, he just 

scoffed at it. 

The future he saw for his Path…..the Will of the World will not stop him so he would rebel against it! 

In the center of Pandemonium however, after the many thing that is happening only an idiot would not 

know something terrible is happening outside. 

They saw how the dark night sky turns golden and saw a gigantic pillar of black holding down some 

powerful force and heard the sound of large waves crashing even though they were not in the coast 

area. 

They heard the screams of Sea Monster; their shrieking fills the night sound, their ringing of their 

shouting reaches to the sky. 

And when they saw the gigantic golden figures of the Death Monarch floating on top of Pandemonium 

like his entire being encompassed all of Pandemonium, they prostrated to the ground. 

Seed Formation leveler could at least maintain some dignity by at least just kneeling. 

They don’t want to do it but it was as if their bodies were pushed down by some inviolable energy. 

But they all know that this intent was something that not many could resist. 

Sina who is in her workshop look at the intent and beside her was a man holding her waist, channeling 

energy to make sure she did not succumb to the pressure. 

This man was young, handsome and dashing. He is wearing a silver robe and sports a long straight hair 

that reaches his shoulder. 

He looked at the distance with his green eyes and he was clearly shocked. 

On his feet, serpent slithers adoringly. On the trees near the workshop, black raven perched on the 

branches it like it was their home 

This person is Loki. 

Azief did not even sense his existence even though he was at Pandemonium all this time. 



Loki himself knows that it is lowly became harder to hide from Azief know that Azief is becoming 

stronger but Loki still have his own tricks. 

But looking at that giant apparition Loki for the first time in a long time was shocked. 

Azief has formed his Willpower intent. It is clearly far off from a Sovereign Intent but this is remarkable 

enough. 

In the moment Azief unleashed his energy, all of this happened in a moment. 

Azief clenched fist is generating so much energy one could hear the space around him screaming and 

cracking before breaking completely. 

Then Azief sneer and said 

‘You are not worthy of me using my whole power!’ 

Then he unleashed his punch. The sky above cracked immediately and the apparition of his intent also 

punch toward the sea 

BOOOM!! 

The moment Azief unleashed that punch it was like the entire world might was within that punch of his. 

The entire block of water around Azief immediately turned into gas condensed into the atmosphere as 

the punch powerful force landed onto that woman. 

Just before that punch landed into her that woman eyes flash blue and three of her triangle mark in her 

forehead glows before her body collided with that punch. 

Azief did not hear that woman scream but he did catch that woman seems to be smiling before she 

turns into an atomized dust. 

The space time fabric around the collision site became unstable before Azief Will Intent on 

Pandemonium disappeared. 

But the divine light from Azief is still emanating from him, that illuminated the dark seas causing all the 

sea monsters in the seabed to quickly retreat as if being shined on by that light bring them extreme 

pain. 

Azief uses his Divine Sense and scan the entire Sea 

Sensing no life energy from that woman anymore Azief thought to himself 

‘So, it is just a weak creature.’ He closes his eyes and scans the sea once again. But there was nothing. 

Then he remembers there is still the fleet on the moon. 

Azief opens his eyes and then look at Will in the distance. With one spurt of his speed, he arrived on a 

region of the sea. 

Will was standing on water and he nodded, the speed generated by his body making be able to stand on 

water. 



Will look at Azief and then he said 

‘Let us talk in your territory’ 

Azief nodded and then they both race each other to the island, one speeding through water in the ocean 

while another was traversing through the dark clouds of night. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you 

reading this content please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

*** 

ON THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA 

As Death Monarch and the Purple Speedster have leave the ocean, suddenly on the bottom of the sea a 

spiral seems to appear in the deepest part of the sea. 

Around the spirals Laws of Time were reversed. 

Then coming out from the spiral is a woman with five triangle mark on her forehead. Three of it was dim 

and lost its luster and shine. 

She was weak and seems to be experiencing extreme fatigue. But her eyes were full of excitement. 

She was panting, green sweat coming out from her pores. 

‘I need to avoid that person until I regain my power. I could only analyze twenty percent of his power. 

And his bodily cultivation is not something I could attain in a short time. The only thing I could analyze 

was his technique. And what is the hell with that finger? Thankfully he did not use it against me.’ 

The woman is the alien woman that fought Azief. Her body right now was no different than a dead body 

as it emanates no signs of life force. 

‘I guess that curse works out in my favor after all’ she said as she let the waves of the sea to bring her 

away 

*** 

Meanwhile, when all of this is happening on Earth the World Government and the Republic is initiating 

first contact with the fleet and they set their meeting to be on Earth a week from now. 

They were to show no sign of entering Earth atmosphere in that period of a week or Earth will saw it as 

an act of war. 

There was also a dark eye looking over at the battle on the ocean. Surrounded by Laws of Destruction, 

that person smirks as his gaze never leave that alien woman 

He was standing on a hill on a different part of the world but his eyes could still see that battle. 

‘I didn’t think I would meet you here, Sithulran. I thought that curse was enough’ This person then 

laughs 

‘Fate…or is it destiny?’ He asks to no one in particular. 



Then that man walk away from the hill as he keep thinking about what had happened today and 

whether it would disrupt his preparation to help his Master descend 

That night, all over the world, explosive news after explosive news was reported. 

No one was able to sleep tight that night. Another period of change is coming. 

Chapter 266: From the very beginning 01 

PANDEMONIUM 

The black raven flew silently in the night, the serpent came out from the grass as it slithers stealthily 

entering that workshop 

The serpent hiss, the raven caws, and their eyes saw everything. 

When these two animals saw their target, the raven caw and green smoke comes out from its mouth 

rendering the target paralyzed and unconscious. 

HISS! 

CAW! CAW! 

The serpent approaches the target and swallowed it and then they went someplace else. A workshop 

these two animals know very well. 

There was a woman there and seeing these two animals she just sighed. 

The animals took it as a sign of agreement and they keep moving, the barrier was slowly opened as they 

enter the area 

The serpent hiss and went into that place, the raven flew and rest itself on the branch of a nearby tree. 

It caws, the noise was grating to the ears, its eyes glows green with intelligence as the serpent returns. 

There was a man looking outside the window of this place. This place was a workshop. The smell of 

herbs fills the small modest workshops. 

Sometime the ground would trembles as the sound of cauldron exploding could be heard in the 

distance. 

When he first came it was evening, now it is night with clear skies that people could see the moon. 

But then something out of his expectation happens. 

His silver robe flutters as the winds of the coming storm slowly envelop Pandemonium. 

A great battle happened, something he did not expect at all, something that is not in his plan and his 

eyebrows frowned. 

He only sighed and thought to himself 

‘It is inevitable’ 
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As the battle starts, a large gigantic dome were erected, a heaven shaking might was unleashed and 

encompassed the entire Pandemonium and its sea. 

As the gigantic waves of the sea attacking the coast and the barrier barely holding on, something 

shocking happened. 

His eyes widened in shock and disbelief. 

A manifestation of Azief Will were projected upon the skies of Pandemonium, like a Golden Titan in the 

Age of Primordial Gods 

He has no time to hesitate. 

‘Sina’ he shouted and he moved, worry etched on his face. That woman beside him almost fainted so 

He immediately holds that woman waist, channeling Willpower of his own so that she would not 

succumb to pressure. 

‘I…certainly didn’t expect you have become this powerful.’ He smiles bitterly 

What many people didn’t see all over Pandemonium is people falling down unconscious. Their mind and 

body could not endure such pressure. 

That gigantic projection is the manifestation of Willpower. While it is not truly solid but it is form from 

Willpower. 

‘Azief Willpower is reaching the bare minimum of almost reaching Sovereign level. The First Era of 

Sovereign….no wonder people recorded it to be one of the most glorious moments in humanity history. 

The resources is yet untapped and the energy of the world is still in abundance. People easily breaking 

through level….not like in my time’ he said bitterly. 

This man is none other than Loki. He looks at the sky and his eyes could see the struggling Generals of 

Pandemonium 

Wang Jian and Athena who was on the sky of course did not fall unconscious. 

They all have their own Willpower. 

They do not know how to project it outwards and they do not possess such iron and unshakable will yet 

but….they all least have a sliver of Willpower. 

That is why they could still float on the sky without falling down like a broken doll not to mention the 

Will Intent did not intent to cause harm. 

But just because it did not intent to do harm, unintentionally this Will Intent is too powerful for the 

majority of people in Pandemonium who is not an expert of the level of Wang Jian, Athena, Freya or the 

others. 

They all fall down where they stand, as their eyes unable to see the true visage of Azief Will Intent that is 

enduring the Will of the World. 



Their mind could not even imagine the face of that projection. It was like seeing God. And those who see 

God would see madness. 

Their Will is weak so when they lay eyes upon Azief Willpower projection they could not endure it and 

fall down. 

Loki…out of everyone understands Willpower. Out of all Sovereign he was only below Azief in terms of 

Willpower. 

Even Raymond with his Heart of Justice could not shake Loki Willpower. 

After all Loki becomes a Sovereign even after all people say it is impossible after the Will of the World 

was ripped apart. 

Loki could sense the World Energy surrounding that Will Projection. 

And he could also sense the Universal energy from the stars supplying the Will Intent resistance against 

the Will of the World and Loki could even see a trace of runes underneath the skins of that golden 

projection. 

There is an aura of Celestial and a power that seems to encompass everything from the projection. 

But the one that make Loki intrigue was the fact he could sense a Killing Intent. 

Willpower of this level should not have the ability to project Killing Intent but then Loki was reminded. 

‘He has gone far in his attainment of the Asuras’ this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this 

content please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

Loki knows Azief was in the Six Trials. 

Loki truly hope that Azief succeeds in passing the Six Trials this time. After all Azief did once say to him 

that he regretted he did not pass the Trials. 

At the time Azief was already one of the greatest being in the whole Universe. To say he regretted not 

having the Legacy of Azul…..means it was truly precious. 

A few minutes later, the sea was calm and the whole world was at peace again. 

Loki releases his hold on Sina waist but he pinches her butt before releasing and then flashes a smirk. 

‘You!’ 

She tried to hide it but she was blushing. Loki chuckles and hearing him chuckles Sina puffed up her 

cheeks and slap him on his shoulder. 

She went to the kitchen and calms herself down. He was smiling a while ago but then his face turns 

solemn as he looks outside. 

Loki looks at the aftermath of the battle and sigh. He took a seat on one of the chair in the living room 

and closes his eyes, trying to search his memories. 

Then he frowned. 



‘This…..there is only two possibility on what happen’ he said to himself, his face turns grave and it was 

then he heard Sina shouted from the kitchen. 

‘Loki, do you want green tea?’ 

‘Yeah’ Loki nonchalantly answered. 

He was sitting inside Sina workshop, his robe is full of runic inscription that all seems to be used to avoid 

detection and surveillance as his eyebrows creased thinking on what just happened. 

Loki eyes glow green as one of his animals send him an image of Azief returning to Pandemonium 

Loki immediately touches the sleeves of his robe and the runes glows slightly. 

There is not a bit of power leaking out of him. It was almost like he was not even there to begin with. 

‘Haa’ He sighed. His eyes look outside the windows and he saw that the dome is slowly dissipating, like 

ash. 

Looking at the protection dome slowly disappearing and the whole world becoming calm again Loki 

sighed. 

Sina has finished brewing the tea as she comes to the living room and heard Loki sighing like he was 

holding very big burden. 

Then she saw his eyes. 

‘That gaze’ she said to herself and the smile on her face falters a bit. 

Looking at Loki like this….Sina doesn’t know what to do. 

She out of everyone knows that while Loki is usually playful in front of the group, he has a different side 

to him. 

A darker side. 

Sina did not see that dark side of him. Because he never show it to her. But she knows….it exist. 

Sina sometimes saw a cold look in his eyes at certain times. It was a gaze…that is seeing something 

farther….something that is dark and tragic. 

Every time she saw that gaze, she wanted to do something….anything….to somehow make it better 

She shakes her head and then her smiles return. 

‘Why the sigh?’ Loki looks toward the voice. He smiles a bit seeing that comforting smile on Sina face. 

The voice was gentle and full of concern towards him. Loki shakes his head. 

‘It is nothing Sina’ 

He saw the green tea and the smell filled the living room. The hissing continues a sound only Loki could 

hear. 

The black raven on the tree outside the workshop suddenly started cawing. 



Loki thought to himself. 

‘Did Sasha…..manage to sense me? Haa…I guess I could not underestimate the Nightingale’ Even though 

he thought like this, nothing betrays his expression. There is no worries on his face as he is about to 

enjoy the green tea Sina brewed for him 

Sina take a seat on the opposite side of his chair, looking at Loki as she put the green tea pot onto the 

glass table. 

‘You’re not going to meet Azief?’ Sina ask. Loki looks toward the distance and bitterly smiles. 

‘Let’s just say we are not seeing eye to eye right now.’ 

‘He is searching for you. You do know didn’t you?’ Sina said as she pours the hot green tea into a high 

quality jade-like cup. 

Loki nodded and said 

‘I know. But unfortunately I don’t want to be found. Loki smirk, showing that confident demeanor Sina is 

accustomed to 

Sina shakes her head. 

‘What are you planning this time Loki’ Sina ask. Outside, the black raven started cawing louder this time. 

Loki ignores it. 

Loki chuckles 

‘Why? Are you worrying about me Sina?’ 

Sina come to the table and put down the cup and slide it slowly to Loki 

‘You know I am always going to be worried for you’ He looks at her and nodded slightly. Loki then said 

‘Don’t be. Nothing is going to happen to me’ as he takes a sip from the cup. It was calming and it is 

exactly what he needs right now. 

To calm his nerves. 

Loki looks at Sina that sits on the chair beside him and feel warm in his heart. In the beginning when he 

first contacted her, she persuades him to come back. 

But that was impossible. There are still many things he needs to do. He is slowly forgetting things. There 

is not much time for him 

When Sina told him to come back, there is a part of him that wanted to. 

But he said he can’t come back…at least not right now. 

She knows there is something that happens when Azief and he talked after the Massacre at the Island of 

Peace but she did not know what it was. 

She never told Azief that he is here. 



But likewise she never told him anything about what happens in Pandemonium and she warns him that 

if he ever tries to put spies in here, she would inform Azief. 

Thinking about it he could not help but feel that Sina…..is the only one that is protecting this family. 

This family of misfits. 

Loki took another sip as the runes he uses to protect this residence dimmed. Loki eyebrows creased. 

He senses it 

Many things right now is not in his calculations. 

Azief is getting stronger. Thinking about it maybe it is better. Things seem to be progressing too fast. 

He chuckles bitterly. 

Loki knows the controls he have over events of the world would slowly disappeared the farther he goes. 

But he didn’t know he would be face with it this early on the game. 

The Time Crisis is close and only the opening. 

Loki could not help but think he is slowly losing control of the events that is playing out in this world. 

The shock it brought him when he saw that alien woman…..it signify things are clearly changing now. 

‘Who is that alien woman?’ That is what he asked himself when he saw her. 

In his timeline Azief never encountered such alien race like this on Earth. Even Loki didn’t know what 

kind of creature that is. 

From what Loki gathered this alien came from the finger that Azief summoned but even that 

information he got from a mole he planted in League of Freedom. 

But the weird thing is that in the future Azief also summoned that finger but nothing happened other 

than the hand coming down to crush it enemies. 

But thinking about it again it might be because at the time Azief summoned that finger he was already a 

Sovereign. 

But there is another possibility. 

A frightening possibility. 
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The other reason why Loki never sees this woman in his Timeline is maybe not because she was not 

present in Loki timeline but maybe it is because Loki has forgotten this event. 

If this is so…..then Loki knows….he must rush ahead with his plans. The Price…..is slowly catching up if 

this is true 

He took another sip as he sense that the land around Pandemonium is slowly filling in life force from the 

energy of the world. 
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The bestowment of Heaven. 

Azief formation is from the Eternal Rings. It is of course overpowered. And Azief projection uses his 

finger to hold up the Heavens. 

Looking at Azief fingers that seem to be filling with powerful undulation of Laws, Loki could surmise 

Azief injected the Life Giving Finger power to the formation when he helps Athena. 

All over Pandemonium, the flowers blooms beautifully and life flourish with their life force reenergized. 

The monster and beasts that was hiding came back out and the sea wave on the vast sea turns calm 

again. 

‘The battle is over’ he said to himself. Sina heard it and nodded. 

She was not surprised. But that was because she truly is confident in Azief strength. The disaster that 

was about to befall Pandemonium was truly terrifying 

A gigantic waves of tsunami was about to devour half of Pandemonium but was stopped by a golden 

barrier and energy from Heaven. 

Those that were lucky managed to absorb the leakage of Heaven energy and promote themselves. 

It is mostly beneficial to Pillar Forming and Orb Condensing levelers. 

The Shadow Guard that revealed itself has now disappeared once again. It was like their existence was 

just an illusion. 

No one knows the face beneath their mask. 

The Three Army retreated from the Sky, panting on the ground, their sweats falling down from their 

entire body shows how taxing it is to hold up the Heavens 

Meanwhile Athena, Wang Jian and Freya did not rest instead they are battling the sea serpent that 

washed up into human settlements near the coast after the tsunamis subsided. 

The populace of Pandemonium is rejoicing as they just survived a disaster. 

The Administration Bureau on the other hand is in a bad mood. 

With almost half of the energy veins and energy mines drained of its energy it would take a long time 

before it is replenished. 

But…they do not dare take it up with the Shadow Guard. 

That is the only organizations in Pandemonium that only need to hear the orders of the Death Monarch 

and no one else. 

While their scope of power was never specified…that makes them even more fearsome in the eyes of 

the other officials. 

Their authority and power comes from the ultimate and supreme ruler of Pandemonium himself. 

How can the Administration Bureau have the guts to try seeking audience with Sasha the Nightingale? 



Loki takes another sip and look at the dark sky of night. 

There is no longer golden skies and golden clouds. There is only the normal sky with twinkling stars on 

the vast expanse of skies. 

‘Azief….have you already knows your Grand Path?’ he ask to none in particular. Probably he is asking 

himself. 

‘To cut through the falsehood of the so called Heavens and gaze upon the truth. Can you really rebel 

against it?’ 

Then he smiles devilishly 

‘Azief….can you really rebel against the largest chess match in the entire history of existence of the 

galaxies?’ 

He then smirk 

‘If it’s you….I wouldn’t mind betting those odds. Call it a fools bet’ 

And like something was clear in Loki mind his clear was carefree. He had made this decision a long time 

ago when he agreed to Sofia plans. 

But he keeps hesitating. 

He keeps hesitating to trust. 

Truth be told he was tempted with Morgana ideas back then even though he said otherwise to her. 

He knew there would be consequence trying to kill Azief…but wouldn’t he find a way to avert the other 

thing that will come after that’ a small voice in his head whispers to him when Morgana suggested they 

killed Azief before he grows in power. 

There is a part of him….that find it hard to see that this plan that Sofia and Jean cooked up to come to 

fruition. 

But he remembers back to that day. That day…didn’t he already make his decision? 

Why….hesitate now…when he didn’t hesitate back then? And then it became clear to Loki. Because he 

loves this world. 

To be more honest, he likes the people in it. 

He had a lot more friends than before. And the stronger his desire, the doubt in his heart becomes even 

bigger. 

Because he desperately wish that the future he saw didn’t come to pass….he began to doubt whether 

he make the right decision. 

But today….he affirms back what he already decided back then. 

He has to have trust…..a hard thing for him. Then saying to no one he thought to himself 



‘I too also have a dream. Like you I want to go higher. Until that day comes, I don’t want to lose this 
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Loki still remembers that golden figure of Azief, standing there on the skies of Pandemonium like he is 

the supreme existence of all creation. 

Loki at the time could not help but superimposed the image of the Death God that is always surrounded 

by dark black reddish aura and the golden titanic figure of Azief in the present that seems like an 

incarnation of holy existence and he thought to himself 

Azief have changed. But he also changed. 

There is also something else that fills Loki heart when he saw that scene. 

It was awe. 

Before Loki became Sovereign, before he became a famous leveler, before he was the God of Lies, he 

also was one of the many people who admire and idolize the Sovereigns. 

And the Sovereign he admires the most among the Six is Azief. 

The God of Death and Life. 

Now, having the chance to go back to the past and interact with the legends of a generation Loki 

understand why all the future Sovereigns views Azief as a tall wall that is almost impossible to be scaled 

and climbed upon. 

But then why these people keep trying to climb it? 

It is because the higher the wall, the stronger the desire. 

And Loki now understands why all those people become Sovereigns. It is because they never give up. 

It was like he understands something but did not. Probably this was the quality Loki lack which makes 

him more inferior to the other Sovereigns. 

His Willpower might be strong….but that was after he became Sovereign. The Loki before he became 

Sovereign is not an admirable person. 

Sina who was beside Loki only look at him and did not say anything. When he was like this Sina knows 

not to bother him. 

Loki knows Azief saw further than he on his Grand Path 

Azief is chasing a different horizon than the rest of the people. 

He wanted to unveil the truth of the Universe. To see through it all whatever it is. It takes a great 

courage to walk this path to the end 

And he got not intention of stopping. For many people the wall they wanted to climb over is Azief. 



But….Azief wall is the whole Universe. It is hard and in anyone mind it would be impossible. But why 

does he keep trying to climb it? 

The reason is the same. 

It is because the higher the wall, the stronger the desire. 

Thinking of this fact makes him reminisce about the past. 

‘At the end…..did you find what you were looking for?’ Loki ask to no one in particular, a question that 

he only ask in his mind 

He put down the cup and looks at Sina. 

It was an expression full of gratitude. 

‘Thank you…for the favor’ He said as he looks toward that place. Sina also follow his gaze and she 

understands. 

She heard who was in that serpent belly and it shock her. She just doesn’t know what Loki is trying to do 

with that person. 

Loki then whispers a few words at Sina. Sina eyes widen but she nodded in understanding. 

And he smile bitterly. 

‘I don’t understand. No matter what I still don’t understand’ Sina said as she also put down her cup. Loki 

heard the hissing of the serpents and the shrieking of his ravens. 

It is a warning sign. But Loki only scoffs. 

He is not eager to leave. Truthfully, if he could, he wanted to stay. Looking at this workshop slash 

house….he felt it was comfortable. 

If not because he knew what would happen in the future, the great war that will envelopes the Universe 

he would not mind abandoning everything and living peacefully with Sina. 

He used to think that knowing the future is pretty cool. Now that he knew, he could not help but 

thinking of it as a burden or a curse. 

‘What don’t you understand?’ Loki thought she was talking about the set of instruction that she needs 

to do after he left 

But it was a different question entirely 

‘Why do you keep leaving?’ She asks, her eyes looking straight at him. Loki was clearly flustered hearing 

this unexpected question. 

She then sighed 

‘I might not know much but I know you see Azief as your brother. I know in your own way, you are 

protecting him. From what, I don’t know. But I know you would never harm him. I know you think of us 

as family. So…why do you keep leaving?’ 



Loki closes his eyes and when he closes his eyes, his mind was full of memories and moments….moment 

he spend together with Sofia, with Sina, with Azief. 

He remembers all the banters around the fire, remembers all the dirty jokes he and Sina tell each other, 

or how he would tease Sofia feeling with Azief. 

Unconsciously he smiles. 

He sighs. The world at the time seems like it was ending but for Loki, it was the best moment in his life. 

With them, he left like he belongs. 

With them, he left like he was home. It was like he was around family, comfortable and safe. It was a 

foreign feeling for him. 

But those times has passed. And feelings have change. He saw how the hand of the clock is getting 

faster and he knew he had little time to prepare. 

Now…he doesn’t know if he could even trust his memories. 

At least he hopes he won’t forget those moments. At least for now. He knew the price he had to pay. 

He always knew. And he was prepared. He only asks for more time. That is the only thing he could ask 

now. 

He then opens back his eyes and there is kindness and a rare gentleness inside those deep green eyes. 

He then tap Sina nose and said 

‘It is a secret’ and he chuckles. 

‘You!’ 

Loki has a hint of mischievousness in his eyes as he got up and kisses Sina on her forehead. There is a sly 

smile on his face. 

‘Don’t worry about me, Sina. Take care’ he said before Sina even had anything to say 

Whoosh! 

Then the cold wind of the night swept by the workshop living room and his body turns to green smokes 

as he disappeared with the wind. 

The serpent that slithers around the courtyard of the workshops slithers to the nearby forest. The black 

raven perched on the branch of the tree on front of the workshop flies to the open sky. 

Almost a moment after that, a powerful divine sense sweeps the area but not finding anything the 

Divine Sense dissipated. 

Sina was shook for a second before that Divine Sense was retracted back almost immediately 

Sina shakes her head after Loki stunt but there is a trace of smile on her face as her finger touch her 

forehead. 



It was a smile full of bashfulness. 

Her face was red with embarrassment but she did not dislike it. 

This feeling that she is now feeling. 

She did not dislike it…..as it is a feeling she nearly forgotten. It was like she was running again with all of 

her might 

She herself doesn’t know how to describe her feelings. Her life since she met Loki, Azief and Sofia has 

always been full of adventures. 

Out of the people in their group, the one that is having the most fun is probably Sina. 

She then calms herself down by taking another sip of the green tea before she remembers something. 

‘Ah…that woman’ 
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She now remembers what Loki told him to do with that woman. She got up from her chair and walk to 

the back of her workshop. 

She was rushing as she went to the stable and walk past by it. She then arrived in an obelisk-like 

structure that is wider that a normal obelisk monument. 

This obelisk structure has a silver door with golden handle. 

Other than Sina no one could enter this obelisk. 

Trying to enter it by force would force the items inside the structure to be teleported to a hidden 

location. 

This obelisk structure is called the Pills Purgatory 

Inside it is full of Sina pills that is deemed dangerous and just smelling it or accidentally crushing one of 

the pills, could lead to a tragic consequences and effect. 

Azief in the building of this structure even injected his own blood that managed to at least repel and 

prevent the effects of the pills from leaking outside. 

It is also reinforced by magic formations, inscription master, tattooist, and array formation that is laid 

out around the area that span ten kilometers in all directions. 

Sina pull down the handle and the door opened without any resistance as the arrays beneath the 

structure glows for a second indicating it was Sina that is opening it. 

There is a translucent barrier that resembles a floating liquid covering the threshold of the door. 

Sina walk forward and pass through that barrier effortlessly. 

She then closes the door and instead of rushing through the spiraling staircase of the obelisk she went 

to one of the book racks. 
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She pulls the book Herb and Its Function: What Kinds of Herbs Could Make You Keep Laughing and 

behind it there is a small switch. 

A very small switch that no one would have notice is behind it. 

Considering that only Sina could enter this structure, this kind of measure almost seems unnecessary. 

But Sina knows it is necessary. 

While this structure acts as the depository for her dangerous Pills it could also function as a shelter 

during emergency. 

Azief built it especially for her and it is forbidden to conduct a search on this structure without the 

express permission of Death Monarch making it the safest structure in all of Pandemonium aside from 

the Death Monarch Palace 

Because it is also considered as a shelter Sina also built tunnels and secret rooms that leads to many 

interconnected underground tunnels that connects to many other places in Pandemonium 

But if people know that this also serves as a shelter in times of emergency then it would be a target. 

That is why people only know this place as the Pill Purgatory that is filled with dangerous pills. No one 

other than Azief and Sina knows this place other functions. 

Of course there is also Loki. 

She did not tell him about this place function but he knows. That is why he dares kidnap people even 

though the Shadow Guard has surveillance on all of Pandemonium. 

But there is a problem because of its function as a shelter. 

There is the matter of the fact that the air inside here is poisonous to anyone other than Sina because 

she was the one who created this pill and the only one immune to its side effects. 

That is why she built a room, a special room in an underground cave where the poisonous properties of 

her pills will not harm a person taking refuge in that room. 

She flicks the switch upward and then the book rack started moving sideways, revealing a spiraling 

staircase to an underground cave. 

Sina rushed ahead this time not bothering to close the secret path as no one is inside the Pill Purgatory 

She walks to the stone staircase that seems to be formed naturally as the crystal like orbs embedded in 

the ceiling of the cave lit up each time she take a step, lighting her path forward. 

She passed a natural lake formed in the cave tunnels and then she arrived in a clearing. 

In that clearing there is a large house. 

Sina quickly enter the house and she checks the room. When she arrives at the bedroom, she saw her. 

She exhales a relieved breath. 

Looking at that woman who is still unconscious she also have some question 



‘I don’t know why Loki did not capture you by himself and brought you with him instead of asking my 

favor but now I have to let you go’ 

Laying there unconscious on the bed inside this house is the Oracle Erika. Sina herself dint understand 

why Loki capture the Oracle. 

And he left strict instruction to make sure she is not harm in any way. She just didn’t understand the 

purpose of such actions. 

But Loki must have a plan. If there is one thing she knew about Loki is that he is a meticulous schemer. 

Loki ability in scheming is only rivaled by President Hirate of the World Government. And at times Sina 

even felt he surpasses Hirate in terms of scheming. 

It was like he is walking a hundred steps forward. It was almost like he could see the future for him to 

set up his moves so perfectly 

Sina looking at the Oracle slowly approach the bed and bring out a pill. This pill has green and blue lines 

around it. 

There is a distinct aura of monster in it. 

She then brought it to Erika nose and she crushes the pills. The pills let outs a greenish bluish smoke that 

enter into Erika nose. 

‘This should keep you asleep for a few more hours.’ Sina said as she put the Oracle behind her back and 

quickly bring her out from the Pills Purgatory. 

She then went to the forest and left her there like she was instructed. 

Not long after she left a serpent appears. The serpent waited for a while, unmoving among the grass. 

It waited like it was seeing if anyone would be putting surveillance. A few moments passed, the wind 

passes by, the wolves howls in the distance, nothing happened. 

Then it moves. 

That serpent swallowed the Oracle whole and started slithering along the forest quickly. 

Reaching near the border of the forest and the near settlement of humans the serpent stopped. 

It then gags itself and spit out the Oracle out of its mouth, full of green gooey fluid around her which 

dries out almost immediately. 

It hisses and then slithers away. Then a nightingale bird cries out a song in the distance. The song was 

like lament. 

And then the serpent that was slithering away exploded in a gory display of flesh. 

The Oracle body was left there while her bodyguard is scouring the forest searching for her. 

Somewhere in an island, a person opened his eyes. And then he releases a relieved breath 

Loki now is out of Pandemonium 



He knows if he stays a bit longer Azief would be able to pinpoint where he is so he went away before 
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Loki and Azief are not enemies. But they do disagree in many matters especially in matter regarding Loki 

action. 

Azief knows that Loki have future knowledge. But Azief is not Azief if he did not do what he did. For 

someone who defied the entire galactic order, how could he not be stubborn? 

Loki knows always that the hardest thing he will face in changing the future is the stubbornness of Azief. 

But Loki understands Azief actions. He could only act upon what he knows. He could not act upon what 

might be. 

But for Loki…he could not reveal too much. He revealed it to Azief because he deemed it necessary but 

isn’t he paying the Price now. 

Nowadays…there is a lot of thing he knows he forgotten. But he couldn’t even remember what he had 

forgotten. 

There is also Sasha that forces him out from the island. She might be the one that informs Azief of his 

presence. 

Pandemonium is one of the Three Great Ruling Force in the world. The other two is the Republic and the 

World Government. 

They are the three forces that maintain the balance of the power structure and rule the world. 

Loki had many guys embedded in many other factions but it is hard to plant moles in World Government 

and the Republic and even more so in Pandemonium. 

Not even money would entice one to work so close to proximity with the Death Monarch and caught 

lying to him. 

Azief effort of enhancing his reputation made his image among the populace of the world to be 

regarded as a terrifying figure. 

No one dares crosses him. This is the power of reputation. He did not even have to do much 

Loki is now in one of the hundred islands that sprouted after the Fall near Pandemonium. 

While Sina did not spy for him and he did not send spies to Pandemonium, he has other tricks. He saw 

all the things that happen from the serpent eyes and he nodded to himself 

But Loki also knows Azief might have noticed. The stunt he did would surely alerted Azief and Sasha. 

And Sasha definitely noticed as she sent one of her nightingale birds to sing the Songs of Laments 

‘I thought I was ready. Who knows there is a problem? Tch. Who the hell stole the power source?’ 

He also hated the fact of how he had to handle this situation. He could not deal with the Oracle 

personally 



Oracle is a unique existence. If he handles it personally, one touch and the Oracle could see his future. 

And she would know the moment she touches Loki. So, he could only use indirect method. 

He sighed as he looks at the distance. 

‘I need to meet the Broker and get information on what is happening in the Moon right now’ he said as 

he moved away. 
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MEANWHILE ON PANDEMONIUM 

The throne room is full of official after the battle. They were all summoned and they are still shook after 

what happened tonight. 

Azief is in the Throne Room, looking over them sitting on his Dragon Throne. 

Standing beside him is Will, his body seems to be full of arcs of electricity encircling his body, healing his 

injury in an accelerated manner. 

‘You sure you are alright?’ Azief ask. Will nod. He clenches his fist as the electricity around him is slowly 

growing brighter. 

‘That woman steals my speed a bit but it did not injure me badly. And thanks for the potions and pills’ 

Azief just nodded. 

‘I’m glad you are here at least. It feels like a long time. I need people I could trust right now’ Azief said 

Will smile. 

Then he looks in front of him. He saw many officials on either side of the throne waiting to speak 

‘Is it alright for me to listen to this?’ Will leans in and whispers it to Azief ears. 

Azief chuckles a bit and nodded 

The officials that see the Death Monarch chuckling could not help but feel shocked. 

This is the first time they saw the Death Monarch shows any expression at all in this kind of meeting. 

Usually the Death Monarch will always be expressionless and that fill the officials heart with dread and 

uncertainty. 

No one could guess his thoughts. No one knows whether he is pleased or angry. 

While the Death Monarch rarely administer this large vast of land, it did not diminish his authority at all. 

In this new world, normal laws of power that determine the power structure no longer works. Usually a 

ruler who did not administrate will always be usurped by its officials. 

But after the Fall, many people learn this didn’t work anymore. To be more accurate it didn’t work on 

certain people. 
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Death Monarch is the prime example. 

His supreme authority is unchallenged, not just because of the loyalty of the army towards him but also 

because of his almost invincibility against his enemies. 

While he is in seclusion no one dares to make too much of a trouble. No one wanted to wake the 
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Then Azief look at his officials and order 

‘Report’ 

The cold and suffocating atmosphere returns back in the Throne Room as many of the officials gulped in 

anxiousness. 

Sina is not here as she said she wanted to be excused from the meeting. Other than Sasha and Sofia no 

one else could easily be excused from the meeting when they are summoned. 

The Three Army is preventing the sea monsters that is scattering around the coast from doing too much 

damage which is why the Three Generals is not here. 

Sasha, the leader of the Shadow Guards….she on the other hand was always exempt from going to the 

meeting. 

One of the officials step forward and then he reported 

‘Reporting to Death Monarch. The World Government and the Republic has made contact with the alien 

fleet.’ 

Azief nodded. 

He also wanted to meet the fleet and prevent if anything bad were to happen before he was shocked 

with that battle in the Sea. 

From what he gathered, nothing dangerous happened. Seeing the skies is at peace….he knows that this 

alien race might have different purpose from coming here. 

Seeing many different worlds and experience many lives, Azief knows that not all alien race is warlike. 

‘And? Their purpose?’ 

The officials immediately answered 

‘They seem to be searching for an escaped prisoner of their race’ 

Azief eyes turn cold. 

Even though Azief has confirmed that alien woman is dead, that smile before she died fills Azief with 

unease. 

‘What did the World Government and the Republic do?’ 

‘They set the meeting to be on Earth a week from now’ the official answered 



Azief thought for a moment and then he said 

‘They are not entirely incompetent. Anything else?’ Another official stepped out and then he reported 

‘The Arrays Master Lee Sangmin has taken half of China with Wei. The Wei has managed to stage a 

comeback and is stronger than Yue right now’ 

Azief eyes slightly waver hearing this news. 

‘How…is that possible? When did this happen!’ He slams his hand on his Dragon Throne. The throne 

crack in the handle as a shockwave spread out from the Throne. 

Azief eyes were red and dark red aura surrounded his throne. 

All the people inside the room could smell blood as their face turns pale. Will eyebrows creased as the 

arcs of lightning around him dispel the aura. 

Azief is enraged. He already prohibits war for one year, his declaration rang out throughout the world. 

Could it be this Lee Sangmin is an idiot? 

Did he think Azief words is just mere words. He gave his word to the world. It is more than just word. It 

is a decree! 

The title the strongest in the world is not for show. Lee Sangmin is just provoking war with him. 

Azief mood was already not good in the beginning and hearing this news only made his mood worse. 

If he did not make an example of this matter, who would ever take his word seriously again? 

The officials below the throne could all feel the Death Monarch anger. They all could see Azief killing 

intent rising up. 

Azief knows that after Wang Jian and his army went to Pandemonium China was in chaos but how can 

Lee Sangmin easily carved up half of China even though the population of China is low right now? 

As Azief is slowly getting angry an official quickly steps out and explain. This officials is a bit chubby not 

because of some secret technique but because he loves eating. 

And not in a bad way. 

He enjoys food and loves food very passionately. It is a passion he could not leave even after the Fall. 

He had the Unique Class of Gourmet 

His forehead is sweating. This official has been given some gold to make sure he put a good word to the 

Death Monarch. 

If he allowed the Death Monarch to feel angered, the Death Monarch might just fly out from the Throne 

Room and went to China to kill Lee Sangmin. 

That would surely not be good for him 



‘Reporting to Death Monarch. Lee Sangmin did not break the prohibition of war’ Azief look toward the 

chubby official. 

He didn’t remember this person. 

But he allowed him to speak 

‘Speak. What do you mean by that?’ 

‘Lee Sangmin the Arrayist master created a magical protective border separating half of China from 

other factions. He created a barrier with his Arrays. This arrays runs deep through the China soils. He 

plans this for years with Wei. Inside the array formation barrier his power increased and other people 

were weakened.’ Azief hearing this calm down and at the same time was impressed. 

He really hides very skillfully. After what happens during Weronian War Azief remembers that Lee 

Sangmin runs out on him. 

But Azief did not pursue this matter. At the time he knew that if Lee Sangmin if he did not run at that 

time he would die 

And for Azief level right now he disdains himself to take revenge for such a petty reason. 

‘Oh…..’And then a smirk appears in Azief face. 

‘So…that is how he does it. Of course there is a loophole in my words and people could always use it if 

they are smart enough. I will not pursue this matter with him…but send an emissary to China and ask 

him if he wanted a seat on the Distribution of the World event’ 

The official brightens up and nodded as he steps back to his position 

‘Yes, my lord’ 

Azief is not an idiot. 

The reason why Lee Sangmin did this must be because he wanted to have a seat in the Distribution of 

the World Meeting. 

He is staging his comeback. 

‘Any other matters?’ no one say anything anymore. 

Most matter would be handled by the relevant department and they all knew that the Death Monarch 

did not like to bother himself with simple matters. 

They all shake their head. 

‘Then, I will be catching up with my friend. If there is any matters that requires my presence inform the 

Keepers’ Saying this he got up from his throne and walk out from the meeting as he talks with Will. 

They were at the Palace courtyard and the place was sound proof. Then Will told him about something 

and Azief only smiles. He then said 

‘I pay a large price for this’ as he handed something to Will 



‘What do you mean brother?’ Will was perplexed 

‘That place you are searching for…I know where it is.’ Will eyes widened. 

‘You do?’ 

‘Yes.’ And then smirking he said. 

‘One day, you will have to repay this’ Azief said jokingly. Will smiles 

‘Alright’ 

Then Azief told him what he knew about that place. It is about a temple underneath the sea, on a river 

beneath the sea. 

Will was clearly overjoyed. It is his chance to get a hand on one of the legacies of Speedster. 

And then Azief that night he seems to be communicating with the people from the Republic and World 

Government. 

He talked with Jean the most. They hit it off and they discuss more through the night. In the end they 

finished it with the meeting in a week 

‘Hawaii’ 

That is the answer he got when he asked the meeting place. He only chuckles when he heard the 

meeting place. 

The next morning, White Tiger Army moves out to Hawaii to join the clearing squad for the meeting that 

is about to happen in the week. 

The whole world was shocked when the news was revealed that the Three Great Forces will meet the 

representatives of the alien fleet. 

Chapter 270: From the very beginning 05 

A WEEK LATER 

Hawaii. 

It is one of the most known islands in the world 

People remember the beautiful beaches, the enchanting natural scenery, the warm tropical climate, the 

palm trees, the shining sun. 

But as Azief slowly fly through it airs, he remembers the Old Gods, he remembers Hina, the Helen of 

Hawaii, Pele and their family, Lono and Kaikilani, of Lohiau and others. 

The myths of this land. 

He wondered….are they really just myth? 

Or out there on the starry skies….they exists. 
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Azief was not proficient with ancient myths other than the Olympians which by far the most popularized 

in modern culture. 

But after the Fall, he met many people and ask them to pen what they remember about their myths. 

Azief once saw the glimpse of Asgard a prosperous planet that rules over Eight Realms, diverse and 

strong 

He saw the mirage of Mount Olympus, grand and domineering as thunder roars each time Zeus is in 

anger. 

He saw eagle head race where Osiris and Ra ruled together, one ruled the night, the other rule the day. 

He saw the Three Thousands Worlds where he saw the Celestial Soldiers, Erlang, gods and demons that 

seems to only exist in fictional and fantasy books. 

If all of the stories were true….. Azief just smiles bitterly. 

Meanwhile on the center of the island a futuristic type of open bunker was constructed for this meeting. 

Most of the people already arrived and they were seated on the table with two long ends and two short 

ends. 

The people were waiting for someone to arrive. They all seem to be talking to each other, each one 

gauging each other. 

Many of the powerhouses of the world gathered here today. 

Hawaii was filled with monsters before but in one week almost half of them were eradicated from the 

joint forces of the three strongest forces in the world. 

These joint forces today were all stationed here; their weapon is at the ready. 

If the alien representatives try to do anything weird, then they would be met with swift vengeance. 

The World Government, the Republic and Pandemonium might not always share the same sentiment 

and goals but this is bigger than them and their rivalry 

This had to do with the world security. 

As these figures all talked to each other they could see from the distance a person is approaching the 

open bunker. 

A variety of expression could be seen in many of the people gathered here. Not all of them look happy. 

But all of them acknowledge his presence as they all stand up. 

The Death Monarch has arrived at the Meeting place. 

He was the last to arrive as he slowly floated down with his black robe flapping gently and the aura 

coming out of him was restrained. 

The dust beneath his feet scattered away 



Standing there waiting for Azief is the representative from World Government and the Republic. 

From the World government there is Raymond armed with his mace Sharur, and wearing golden armor 

that seems to reflect sunlight from him 

He looked heroic and gallant, the aura of the Earth seems to be enveloping his entire being. 

There is Hirate wearing his iconic purple robe, runic design were sewn underneath the fabric of those 

robe, making him to emanate a powerful emanation of power. 

His mind power is at its peak today. There is certain weirdness around Hirate that causes anyone near 

him today to suffer from slight dizziness. 

He seems to be smiling but everyone knows that his smile hid blades. 

Oreki the Thunder Monarch is also present; in his eyes is golden lightning swirling and orbiting his pupils. 

Azief saw him and his eyes narrowed. 

Azief sense something weird from Oreki….it was like his entire being is made up of lightning, sharp and 

lethal. 

He is slowly improving. 

Silently and stealthily. 

Oreki rarely did anything momentous but Azief also recognize that Oreki had never suffered in the many 

matters of the World Government. 

Azief would not believe that Hirate didn’t see this. No wonder he sense tension when Hirate look at 

Oreki. 

The World Government might decline after the many battle they fought but Azief know for a fact that 

the independent force underneath Oreki has always expands themselves and maintain their numbers. 

Oreki….seems to always back the winning side. 

And even Azief himself owes Oreki a few favors. 

There is the matter of Will and also it is a fact that Oreki help bust Sofia out from her prison. 

What is shocking to Azief is that he did not see Hikigaya. 

‘He must be holding the fort’ Azief thought to himself. 

Hirate and Oreki both look toward Azief at the same time. Oreki smiles amiably. Hirate on the other 

hand smiles bitterly. 

On the Republic side is Boris who is wearing his famous wolf fur clothing and the aura that is coming out 

of him is bestial. 

He did not seem strong but that is because his power is not conventional. 

Azief knows the reason why the subjugation of monster in Hawaii becomes so fast. It is because of Boris. 



He tamed almost two thirds of the monster wreaking havoc in this island. If he wanted to he could 

summon them all and initiate a monster horde stampede. 

That is what makes his power so terrifying. 

His personal strength is nothing to worry about. It is his ability to commands a large horde of monster 

that makes him so terrifying. 

It is also the reason why the area around Moscow is peaceful from monster invasion. Azief greet him 

with a simple nod 

But Boris is looking at him with wariness and Azief knew why. Thinking about it Katarina is not present. 

Is she still thinking? Or did she already make her decision? 

He looks to the person beside Boris and saw the other Chancellor of the Senate of the Republic. 

Jean the Time Master. 

Jean is accompanied by his famous lover Paulette. Azief did hear a few stories about that woman 

Paulette. 

From the intelligence he got from Sasha, Paulette is a talented sniper. 

She could use Rain of Bullets and while she never contends with Sofia, many experts speculate that her 

Rains of Bullet is more powerful than Sofia Rains of Arrows. 

Jean notice him and smile politely, Azief nodded and smile back. 

They after all discuss extensively on this matter a week ago when Azief suggest a long distance meeting 

with holographic transmission. 

Paulette also looks at him and flash a smile as Azief nodded in acknowledgement 

Azief take a seat on the empty seat on the ends of the table. He sits there. On the opposite ends of the 

table is Hirate. 

Azief notice that the dizzying feeling he felt was Hirate using his Psionic Force. 

Azief only smirk as he close his eyes and opens it back as the Psionic force that is around him dissipate. 

‘It has been a long time since we see each other face to face, Death Monarch’ Hirate greets from the 

other end of the table. 

Azief look at him and scoffed. 

Hirate face becomes red with embarrassment. 

He was about to say something else, probably something rude when Raymond who was beside him 

holds him down. 

‘Patience, Hirate. You want the big guns and he’s here.’ he said. Hirate nodded as he calms down his 

heart and sit back down. 



Azief waited for a while when suddenly the area space contorted and something appears. A small 

spaceship appears in the distance and is slowly coming to this island. 

The landing port was prepared beforehand and the spaceship opens up as two alien that look like men 

appears. 

Their ships were silver in color and it looks sleek. The alien slowly walk to the open bunker and enter the 

place. 

When they enter the open bunker it immediately closed off. The alien was not intimidated or fearful 

instead they were calm 

They arrived and Hirate give them his seat. He took an empty seat on the left of the alien. 

The leader of this alien now sit on the ends of the table, their eyes were trained onto Azief. 

Azief squint his eyes and the alien coughs a bit. Their eyes become wary but then they look at each 

other and nodded. 

‘Shouldn’t you introduce yourself, stranger from another planet?’ Azief said casually. He was talking like 

he was relaxed but there is an aura building up from him. 

Raymond also senses this energy as he looks at Azief cautiously. There is too much at stake here. 

If humanity could avoid another war with another otherworldly civilization that would be the best 

outcome. 

No one is truly convinced yet that this alien fleet is not intending to attack. 

Even the Republic and the World Government will not readily believe such story. The people here today 

all survive the brutal Weronian war. 

One could understand their mistrust to other races of people in the starry skies. But that doesn’t mean 

they will not try to prevent what could be prevented. 

No one wanted another war 

‘Death Monarch, this is a peaceful meeting’ Raymond said, but he didn’t seem that eager to stop Azief. 

Raymond himself has no good will to the aliens. He after all was in the frontline fighting those Weronian 

invaders. 

Azief did not answer as his energy slowly rising up 

He did not even look at Raymond as he knew Raymond himself wanted to sue this opportunity to gauge 

the alien representatives. 

‘You might think we are an inhospitable welcome party but our planet just gone through a war with the 

Weronian…an alien race like you.’ 

The alien men that was standing behind the leader of this alien party was clearly incensed with anger as 

he shouted 



‘Do not compare our noble race to those barbaric Weronian!’ That alien pointed his finger to Azief. 

The leader of the alien then quickly brings his subordinate finger down. 

‘Do not be rude, Sith’venar. He is right. I should have introduced myself. My name is Sith’lenor. I am 

from the Orvani race’ 

Sith’lenor looks like a normal human race if not for the triangle shaped mark on his forehead. He has 

brown short hair and green eyes. 

‘Orvani?’ Hirate inquired 

The alien leader smiles 

‘Humans, we do not wish harm to Earth Prime. On the contrary we have ben protecting it for a long 

time’ 

‘What do you mean?’ this time it was Jean that was asking. The others are also looking at that alien 

leader for explanations 

‘We Orvanians are the Protector of the Multiverse. We have always been the Protector of the 

Multiverse’ 

Azief eyes shone. He heard of them before in stories. An ancient race but they are rarely seen and 

treated like myths. 

He himself thought it was a myth. After all he never saw their planet recorded in any Star Maps. 

‘You came from Orvan?’ Azief ask. 

This statement shock Sith’lenor. 

‘Ah, you know of our home world. This is impressive. I thought this Earth did not yet start its voyage to 

the stars’ 

Azief just scoff and he said 

‘I heard it was spoken in the Three thousand Worlds.’ This drew a question mark on many people 

present. 

Sith’lenor was clearly excited as he found someone that knew of his home world 

‘Yes, Orvan is our home planet. We are among the first intelligent life forms in the Universe other than 

the Etherna race’ 

As he looks at the room and notice that no one heard of the Etherna, Sith’lenor is about to tell them 

‘The Etherna race is-‘ but Azief cut their words 

‘I know who they are. Skip that part. We don’t need a history lesson right now’ 

Sith’lenor on the other hand was amused. To think there is someone here on Earth Prime that knows 

about the story of the Etherna 



But then as he looks once again at Azief there is a smirk on his face 

‘No wonder’ he thought to himself. 

He could sense an Eternian bloodline from this person called the Death Monarch. 

Before Sith’lenor descended down to Earth, he was already given information about the participants of 

this meeting by the World Government and the Republic. 

From what he could tell, this Death Monarch is the champion of their world. 

‘Oh. You know of their story’ 

Azief just nodded and not offer any more words. 

Seeing this exchange between the Death Monarch and the Orvani the other people in the room also did 

not press on but they were clearly curious as even Paulette seems to be whispering to Jean ears. 

By now there were already a few things that Azief and the Orvanians Sith’lenor talk about that none of 

the rest understand. 

Sith’lenor continues his word saying 

‘Unlike the Etherna we became thinkers and we hated war. We experiment with the worlds around us 

and made many discoveries that benefited the Universe. However…we also have our dark moments. 

Trillions of years ago, one of our people, an Orvanian named Sithulran used her intelligence to create 

something horrendous. She is also very powerful’ 

Azief scoff. 

‘I think you are lying to me. You are seeking this alien woman right?’ as Azief slide the document across 

the table to reach Sith’lenor. 

Sith’lenor touches the information node and saw what happened including the battle at the 

Pandemonium Sea. 

Then he nodded 

‘Yes, she is the one we are looking for’ Azief smiles and then answer 

‘Then you can go now. I already killed her’ Azief declares. Sith’lenor looks at Azief with bitter smiles. 

Then taking a deep breath Sith’lenor said 

‘First of all, I did not lie. This image is Sithulran and she is powerful, this is the truth. And second of all, 

you did not kill her’ 

Azief hearing this was shocked and then he remember that smile. this content of novelfullbook.com, if 
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‘What do you mean? I already sweep the area of my battle with her with my divine sense and determine 

she was atomized into dust’ 



Sith’lenor then sighed. 

‘It won’t matter what you do. She might have methods to hide from your divine sense. Even if she was 

caught by your divine sense, you would never be able to kill her. You could ground her to dust, grinded 

her into pieces, separates her organs and scattered it across the Universe, it won’t matter.’ 

‘What is that supposed to mean?’ It was Raymond that raises this question. All people here have 

watched this footage many times. 

They all saw how easily the Death Monarch dispatches the alien woman. 

They wanted to show this to the alien leader and see if they are still stubborn in remaining in Earth 

atmosphere. 

Sith’lenor answer Raymond question 

‘Sithulran was cursed’ 

‘Cursed?’ Azief exclaim 

‘Yes’ 

Suddenly Azief had a bad premonition and he ask 

‘What is the curse?’ 

Scratching his head Sith’lenor answer 

‘She could never die. It won’t matter what you did to her. She would never die.’ Looking at the faces of 

the people in the room Sith’lenor knows that they are confused. 

Even Azief was confused. It is impossible. Everything dies. 

He could not understand. If Sithulran was stronger than him he could understand but… 

Sith’lenor sigh 

‘I know it is hard to understand when I said this all of a sudden. To understand the reason why she can’t 

die, we need to start from the beginning’ Then looking at the people I the room he said and emphasizes 

it once again 

‘And I mean from the VERY beginning of the creation of the Multiverse’ 

 


